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Abstract
Tears of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) are most commonly associated with vascularised RPE detachment due to age-related macular degeneration (AMD), and they usually involve a deleterious loss in visual acuity. Recent studies suggest an increase in RPE tear incidences since the introduction of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) therapies as well as a temporal association between the tear event and the intravitreal injection. As the number of AMD patients and the number of administered anti-VEGF injections increase, both the challenge of RPE tear prevention and the treatment after RPE tear formation have become more important. At the same time, the evolution of retinal imaging has significantly contributed to a better understanding of RPE tear development in recent years. This review summarises the current knowledge on RPE tear development, predictive factors, and treatment strategies before and after RPE tear formation.

Introduction
The introduction of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) agents in the treatment of patients suffering from exudative age-related macular degeneration (AMD) has doubtlessly been a breakthrough in ophthalmology and has so far prevented severe vision loss in a great number of patients. Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) tears represent a rare complication in the treatment of patients with exudative AMD and frequently result in a devastating loss of visual acuity [1–3].

RPE tears are known to occur as a natural result in the course of a retinal pigment epithelial detachment (PED) because of underlying choroidal neovascularisation (CNV), retinal angiomatic proliferation, or polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy. Since the beginning of intravitreal anti-VEGF therapies in patients with PED due to exudative AMD, RPE tears have increasingly been reported as a complication after injection.

As the number of injections has distinctly increased, clinicians more frequently face the question of RPE tear prevention or treatment after tear formation. The evolution of retinal imaging has significantly contributed to a better understanding of RPE tear development and proved to be a valuable tool in adapting therapy regimens in PED patients.
This review highlights the current knowledge on RPE tear development, predictive factors indicating an impending RPE tear, as well as treatment strategies before and after RPE tear formation.

**Epidemiology**

RPE tears were first reported in 1981 by Hoskin et al. [4] as a complication in patients with PED due to AMD. RPE tears can be either part of the natural course of PED due to occult CNV, retinal angiomatous proliferation, or polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy or they can occur in association with various treatments for neovascular AMD such as photodynamic therapy, laser photocoagulation, or transpupillary thermotherapy [5–7].

The incidence is reported to be between 5 and 27% in the elderly [1–21]. Casswell et al. [1] reported a spontaneous tear rate of vascular PEDs of 10%. In today’s clinical routine, most RPE tears seem to be closely associated with anti-VEGF treatments and have been reported for the substances pegaptanib, bevacizumab, ranibizumab, and aflibercept [8–11]. The first description of an RPE tear after intravitreal bevacizumab injection for the treatment of an occult CNV due to AMD was reported by Meyer et al. [12] in 2006.

Different RPE tear incidences are reported under different treatment agents and various treatment regimens [13–22]. A retrospective study of 1,280 eyes treated with bevacizumab included 125 eyes with a vascularised PED (vPED) showing an RPE tear rate of 16.8% [13]. In a case series of 6 patients with vPED, Chang et al. [14] reported a tear incidence of 27% under a treatment with pegaptanib. Clemens et al. [15] reported a tear incidence of 25% in a prospective study of a monthly ranibizumab regimen in 40 patients with vPED. Recently, Sarraf et al. [16] presented results from a prospective randomised study on 0.5 or 2.0 mg ranibizumab therapy based on a monthly or pro re nata regimen in eyes with vPED that showed an incidence of 14% (5/37 patients). Interestingly, 4 out of the 5 reported RPE tears occurred in the high-dosage group. Apart from a few case reports, there are no prospective data available yet on the RPE tear rate in vPED patients under a treatment with aflibercept [11]. A single case report exists on RPE tear development in the untreated fellow eye following anti-VEGF therapy for treatment of neovascular AMD. A causative relation remains speculative [23].

Reported incidences of RPE tears in the literature must be interpreted cautiously as underlying patient collectives, treatment regimens, as well as the nomenclature of lesion morphology tend to be very heterogeneous. Notwithstanding, the higher incidences of RPE tears in eyes under anti-VEGF therapy in contrast to the natural history studies on PED eyes suggest an enhancing effect of anti-VEGF agents on RPE tear development. Comparative prospective studies will presumably not be carried out in the near future due to ethical issues.

**Imaging**

**Colour Fundus Photography**

Using funduscopy, an RPE tear may be suspected based on the presence of subretinal and sub-RPE blood, an often well-defined hyperpigmented line at the site of the rolled RPE, and a depigmented area corresponding to the exposed choroid [4]. Retinal or subretinal haemorrhages are clearly distinguishable from RPE tear areas in colour fundus photography (CFP) compared to other modalities. Haemorrhages may interfere with an RPE tear area detection in fundus autofluorescence (FAF) (fig. 1 a, b), which makes CFP indispensable in this entity.

Sarraf et al. [24] introduced an RPE tear grading system including CFP. Grade 1 tears were defined as <200 μm. Grade 2 tears were between 200 μm and 1 disk diameter. Grade 3 tears were >1 disk diameter. Grade 4 tears were defined as grade 3 tears that involved the centre of the fovea.

**Fundus Autofluorescence**

In FAF imaging, areas of RPE tears exhibit a markedly reduced autofluorescent signal because RPE cells with fluorescent lipofuscin are lost [25]. Small RPE tears are more evident in FAF and are easier to detect than in CFP. The high contrast of these hypoautofluorescent areas, compared with the intact retina, allows for an easy and accurate determination of lesion boundaries (fig. 1b). The configuration of RPE tears is classified as unilobular if RPE areas are homogeneously formed and as multilobular if RPE defects consist of two or more lobes separated by a piece of intact RPE strand [26]. Over time, edges of hypoautofluorescent become hazier and less demarcated in FAF imaging. However, the very first morphologic changes seen in FAF at the RPE tear edges, described as hyperreflective dots of various diameters, are not seen until 3 months after the acute event of RPE tear formation. Remodelling processes at the border zone do not seem to be detectable by FAF imaging during the first few months [27]. In contrast to geographic atrophy in AMD, hypoautofluorescent areas in FAF due to RPE tear formation do not
Fluorescence Angiography

Fluorescence angiography (FLA) demonstrates blocked fluorescence at the site of the rolled RPE and marked hyperfluorescence at the site of the exposed choroid (fig. 1c) [24]. In 2010, Sarraf et al. [24] described a thin defect at the margin of the PED with a subtle ring sign of hyperfluorescence in FLA. This observation was found in RPE tears of grade 1 (greatest linear diameter <200 μm) and represents a microscopic RPE defect detectable in corresponding spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) scans. Lesions >200 μm present angiographically as small oval hyperfluorescent defects at the edge of the PED with early transmission and late staining and a subtle inner edge of hypofluorescent blockage. Larger RPE tears show a large crescentic area of early transmission hyperfluorescence with an adjacent patch of hypofluorescent blockage.

Fig. 1. Multimodal imaging of an exemplary patient with vPED due to AMD after RPE tear development. a CFP shows a depigmented area corresponding to the exposed choroid (star) and a hyperpigmented area corresponding to the enrolled RPE (diamond). Note the small retinal haemorrhage superiorly located to the RPE tear which is not clearly distinguishable from the hypoaautofluorescent RPE tear area in the FAF modality as shown in b (arrowhead). b The cSLO FAF image shows a large, sharply delimited, hypoaautofluorescent signal in the RPE tear area (star) as well as a hyperautofluorescent area corresponding to the enrolled RPE (diamond). c Late-phase FLA reveals CNV in the inferior part of the lesion (circle) and a hyperfluorescent signal in the tear area. Notably, the RPE tear has occurred at the opposite side of the CNV localisation. d, e Combined cSLO near-infrared image (d) and SD-OCT scan (e) showing a normal architecture of the outer retinal bands in the first part. In the second part, the free edge of torn RPE is being retracted towards the CNV. Note the missing RPE band in the RPE tear area representing the third part.

show patterns of abnormally increased FAF in the junctional zone of atrophy [28].

Fluorescence angiography (FLA) demonstrates blocked fluorescence at the site of the rolled RPE and marked hyperfluorescence at the site of the exposed choroid (fig. 1c) [24]. In 2010, Sarraf et al. [24] described a thin defect at the margin of the PED with a subtle ring sign of hyperfluorescence in FLA. This observation was found in RPE tears of grade 1 (greatest linear diameter <200 μm) and represents a microscopic RPE defect detectable in corresponding spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) scans. Lesions >200 μm present angiographically as small oval hyperfluorescent defects at the edge of the PED with early transmission and late staining and a subtle inner edge of hypofluorescent blockage. Larger RPE tears show a large crescentic area of early transmission hyperfluorescence with an adjacent patch of hypofluorescent blockage.
Spectral-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography

In a classic RPE tear, three parts of the site can be distinguished on SD-OCT scans. In the first part, the outer retinal bands show a normal architecture. In the second part, the retina forms a dome-shaped detachment from the choroid. In this elevated zone, SD-OCT shows the free edge of a wavy, contracted RPE being retracted towards the CNV. The rolled RPE causes a hyperreflectivity and an intense back-shadowing, which completely masks the choroid. In the third part, the RPE is completely absent, and the neurosensory retina appears thinned. SD-OCT demonstrates an increased depth signal due to the absent RPE monolayer (fig. 1d). In some cases, an exudative reaction between the neurosensory retina and the choroid can be visualised in the follow-up after the acute event. In other cases, the neurosensory retina remains directly on the choroid [29].

Mechanism of RPE Tear Formation

The development of RPE tears may occur as a spontaneous process or following thermal laser, photodynamic therapy, or anti-VEGF therapy [2, 5, 8–11]. For many years, numerous authors have postulated an RPE tear mechanism based on the contraction of fibrovascular membranes [30–33]. Later on in the anti-VEGF era, an increase in the RPE tear incidence in AMD patients was interpreted as a confirmation of the established theory of tractional forces causing the tear event. Contraction of CNV membranes induces shrinkage of the RPE, which may cause an increased tension on the surface of the cavity. During this process, two opposite forces are acting on the marginal RPE: traction forces from CNV contraction and adhesive forces from the RPE that is still attached. The increase in contraction eventually results in the anatomic failure of the RPE at the junction of attached and detached RPE (fig. 2) [29, 34].

Multimodal imaging provides mechanistic insights into RPE tear development based on pre-tear and post-tear architectural configuration of vPED. Spaide [35] assumed that the collection of material beneath the RPE represents a CNV within the PED. Contracture of this CNV adherent to the undersurface of the RPE applies the maximum traction at the junction of the attached and detached RPE representing the 'locus minoris resistantiae' and lying perpendicular to the CNV’s contraction force. The contracted RPE monolayer comes to rest on the side of the CNV, the origin of contraction,
which becomes evident in SD-OCT or as hyperautofluorescence in FAF. Previous studies reported a tendency of RPE tears to develop at the temporal margin of the vPED lesion [36, 37]. The reason for this site of predilection for RPE tear development remains unknown.

RPE tear formation in fibrovascular PED, in which the lesion cavity is entirely filled by the CNV membrane, is less frequent, presumably as contraction forces in response to an anti-VEGF therapy may spread evenly over the entire PED lesion exposing the RPE monolayer to less mechanical stress. In contrast, in serous-vascularised PED, the PED cavity is only partly filled by the CNV membrane [34]. Interestingly, RPE tears in patients under anti-VEGF therapy tend to occur within 1–3 months of the beginning of intravitreal treatment, whereas late-onset RPE tears tend to occur in treatment-naïve patients or in patients treated with photodynamic therapy [17].

In contrast to a conventional RPE tear, Ie et al. [38] hypothesised that the mechanism leading to a microrip of the RPE is based on hydrostatic forces alone producing a break at the margin of the PED. A microrip should not be regarded as a pre-stage RPE tear or the beginning of an RPE tear. Much more likely, microrips and RPE tears represent two separate entities based on different etiologic mechanisms as postulated by Ie et al. [38] in contrast to Sarraf et al. [39].

**Predicting Factors**

As an RPE tear usually results in a devastating loss of visual acuity, the identification of reliable risk factors is of great clinical importance. So far, several prognostic markers of an impending RPE tear have been described such as the PED lesion’s height and diameter, hyperreflective lines in near-infrared images, a small ratio of CNV size to PED size, subretinal clefts, microrips, and duration of PED.

PED height has been reported as a predictor of RPE tears by Chan et al. [13]. They reported an increased prevalence of RPE tears in PED lesions higher than 400 μm. Several other authors have addressed the issue of what cut-off point PED height becomes a risk factor. Doguizi and Ozdek [19] statistically determined that 580 μm may be regarded as a cut-off point of PED height for the risk of an RPE tear. Similarly, Sarraf et al. [39] described a height of 550 μm as a high-risk factor for the subsequent development of an RPE tear, and, additionally, Leitritz et al. [40] described an increasing probability of RPE tears particularly beyond the height of 400 μm. Moreover, Chiang et al. [20] hypothesised that an increased surface area as well as a large linear diameter of a subfoveal PED represent predisposing factors for RPE tear development (fig. 3a). Chan et al. [37] reported a stronger tendency towards tear development in those PED lesions that show a smaller ratio of CNV size to PED size (fig. 3b).

Detection of increased reflectance signals on confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (cSLO) near-infrared images represents another predictive marker for an impending RPE tear (fig. 3c). These hyperreflective lines, which characteristically originate from the edge of PED lesions and usually spread like a funnel across the lesion, correspond to the CNV localisation observed in indocyanine green angiography. Additionally, hyperreflective lines in near-infrared images correlate with folds in the RPE as detectable in SD-OCT [34]. These findings indicate the mechanical stress caused by both CNV contraction and CNV relaxation.

Microrips of the RPE were firstly described as a leak at the edge of the RPE detachment with passage of fluorescein into the subretinal space [38]. Later on, Sarraf et al. [24] introduced a classification system of RPE tears and defined grade 1 as a thin defect at the margin of the PED with a subtle ring sign of hyperfluorescence in angiography as well as a microscopic RPE defect detectable in OCT. Clemens et al. [41] recently postulated to regard microrips as an RPE tear risk factor presenting a patient with microrips that developed a foveal RPE tear after one anti-VEGF injection. Microrips supposedly lower the threshold of RPE resistance, and an increase in contraction after anti-VEGF therapy may eventually result in the anatomic failure of the RPE (fig. 3d).

Mukai et al. [42] recently described the formation of a subretinal cleft prior to RPE tear development in 3 patients, suggesting this SD-OCT characteristic as a potential risk factor (fig. 3e). This subretinal cleft may be a result of increasing mechanic pressure in the sub-RPE space.

Finally, Doguizi and Ozdek [19] reported an inverse relationship between the duration of PED and RPE tear formation. In their study, the PED had been present for a distinctly shorter period in the RPE tear patient group. They postulated that a short duration of PED means that the neovascular process is fresh, with immature vessels. Because the immature vessels are more susceptible to anti-VEGFs, the response to anti-VEGF therapy may be more dramatic.
Clinicians are encouraged to look for established RPE tear risk factors prior to anti-VEGF therapy in patients with vPED due to AMD. A high-risk vPED patient is defined as showing one or more of the described RPE tear risk factors at the beginning or during the course of an anti-VEGF treatment. In such high-risk patients, it is recommended to perform a thorough examination including SD-OCT and FAF after each injection. If several risk factors accumulate or single risk factors significantly grow during an anti-VEGF treatment, we suggest to discontinue the injection therapy, to re-evaluate the PED lesion 1–2 weeks later, and to re-inject if signs of CNV contraction have declined, for instance, if RPE folds decline or hyperreflective lines disappear. Such an adapted regimen may make anti-VEGF therapy safer with regard to RPE tear development in vPED patients at high risk. On the other hand, postponing therapy carries the risk of CNV progression.

Chan et al. [43] recently reported results from a prospective study comparing the outcomes of 0.5 versus 2.0 mg intravitreal ranibizumab injections for treating vPED. The higher dose yielded more rapid reductions and more complete resolution of the PED; however, the incidence of RPE tear was higher in this group. The data suggest that the quantum of contraction forces on the PED lesion caused by the anti-VEGF agent must be carefully thought of. An overdosage may easily result in tear development, particularly in high-risk patients.

Most of the available data on RPE tear development after therapy exists on bevacizumab and ranibizumab, while only single case reports are available on aflibercept so far [11]. The receptor sequences of aflibercept provide a powerful VEGF binding (140 times that of ranibizumab), and the molecule has a 1-month intravitreal binding activity that exceeds both ranibizumab and bevacizumab. Unlike both anti-VEGF agents, aflibercept binds not only all isomers of the VEGF-A family but also VEGF-B.
and placental growth factor [44]. The clinical significance of these pharmacological differences is still unknown. However, one could postulate to use certain drugs for certain types of PED. Assuming a higher potency of CNV contraction of aflibercept, it may be reasonable to prefer ranibizumab in high-risk vPED patients and to use aflibercept in low-risk fibrovascular PED patients. One case report described an RPE tear development after two aflibercept injections in a vPED patient that had been treated with ranibizumab before [45]. However, at present, there are no further data available addressing this issue. Currently, a study group is recruiting patients to prospectively investigate the effect of aflibercept in vPED patients regarding the incidence of RPE tear development. Besides the issue of the most appropriate anti-VEGF agents for high-risk patients another unanswered question is whether a certain treatment regimen may be beneficial to adhere to regarding tear development in this patient group. At all events, particularly in high-risk PED eyes, patients must be informed about the risk of tear development during anti-VEGF treatment.

**Therapy after Tear Formation**

Controversy exists among clinicians regarding the treatment criteria after the formation of RPE tears. A retrospective analysis of data from three phase III randomised, multicentre clinical trials of ranibizumab for the treatment of neovascular AMD showed that, among patients who had an RPE tear, those treated with ranibizumab tended to have better visual acuity improvements [46]. Doguizi and Ozdek [19] found stable visual acuity results in 28 patients with continued anti-VEGF therapy after the formation of an RPE tear within a mean follow-up period of 20.6 months. The mean number of anti-VEGF injections was 4.1 during this follow-up period. Final visual acuity was worse for larger RPE tears (grades 3 and 4) when compared with smaller tears (grades 1 and 2), which is in accordance with findings by Sarraf et al. [24]. Similar functional results were reported by Coco et al. [47]. Improvements in visual acuity have also been reported in patients with spontaneous RPE tears who were subsequently treated with anti-VEGF therapy [48]. Recently, Bartels et al. [49] reported a case of significant functional improvement in microperimetry and morphology after continuation of anti-VEGF therapy over 3 years because of persistent subretinal and intraretinal fluid after tear formation.

At present, there is no prospective clinical study available; however, an interventional multicentre trial is currently recruiting patients and investigates the effect of fixed monthly intravitreal injections of ranibizumab on visual acuity and retinal morphology over a study period of 12 months in 30 patients with an RPE tear due to neovascular AMD (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01914159). Currently, most retina experts recommend continuing anti-VEGF treatment after RPE tear development based on the presence of disease activity such as intra- or subretinal fluid and given that a functional benefit or stabilisation is expectable.

Nevertheless, re-injection after RPE tear has to be carefully evaluated as the RPE tear area may increase significantly under anti-VEGF therapy. Asao et al. [50] evaluated the effects of additional anti-VEGF therapy in 10 eyes with an RPE tear after anti-VEGF therapy over 12 months. They observed an increase in RPE tear area size >20% in half of the included eyes. Clemens et al. [26] reported 3 patients initially presenting with a multilobular RPE tear, revealing a significant enlargement of the RPE tear with foveal involvement after another anti-VEGF injection. On the other hand, the same study showed that unilobular RPE tear defects remained stable during a 6-month follow-up period. Presumably, RPE strands between RPE tear lobes seem to prevent tear progression in multilobular RPE tears. Measuring RPE tear areas in these patients may have therapeutic consequences. If the RPE tear area in multilobular lesions increases, intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy should be postponed, and re-treatment should only be considered if signs of disease activity further increase. Additionally, in patients with small RPE tear areas outside the fovea and inactive CNV lesions, close follow-ups are more reasonable than prompt re-injection.

Mukai et al. [51] observed two types of repair processes after RPE tear development in a small imaging study of 10 patients. Firstly, persistent subretinal fluid after the tear event seems to lead to subsequent repair with a thickened proliferative tissue at the area where the RPE was lost. Secondly, if an early and complete resolution of subretinal fluid after RPE tear development is achieved, the outer retina appears to be directly attached to Bruch’s membrane without an ingrowth of proliferative tissue along Bruch’s membrane. These observations suggest a beneficial effect on the macular morphology of a continuous anti-VEGF therapy after RPE tear development. Yet, whether the two repair mechanisms result in diverging functional results remains to be shown.

Mendis and Loris [52] presented a longitudinal FAF study in 14 RPE tear patients and reported an RPE resur-
facing of the area debrided of RPE in 10 eyes and a progression of RPE cell loss in 4 eyes. In the former group, the recovery of the FAF signal occurred centripetally, from the edge of the area of the defect towards the centre, with the exception of the border where the rolled RPE was present.

Previous studies found that the RPE basement membrane is more conducive for RPE resurfacing, serving as a scaffolding structure, than the deeper collagen layer of Bruch’s membrane, suggesting that the depth of the cleavage plane may have an impact on the extent of RPE resurfacing. Experimental studies showed that RPE cells repopulate from the edge to the centre rather than from residual cells remaining in the debrided area [53, 54].

Caramoy et al. [55] analysed RPE tissue remodelling in RPE tears based on FAF and SD-OCT imaging and observed evidence of resurfacing in small RPE tears, whereas RPE migration and proliferation may not occur in the right plane in large tears. Transplantation of the RPE using human embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cell-derived RPE is being developed and evaluated as a cell replacement therapy for AMD. Further studies are needed to assess its potential to restore some of the lost RPE function in patients suffering from an RPE tear [56].

Conclusions

Due to a growing number of intravitreal anti-VEGF injections in AMD patients, the incidence of RPE tear formation has increased. Thus, clinicians must be aware of strategies to prevent RPE tear development during anti-VEGF therapy and to treat patients after RPE tear formation. An adapted treatment regimen in high-risk vPED may prevent patients from RPE tear development. After RPE tear formation, anti-VEGF treatment is recommended as long as activity signs are present. Multimodal imaging during anti-VEGF therapy in high-risk patients represents the key tool to detect risk factors and to make antiangiogenic treatment safer. Future studies must address several issues, such as which anti-VEGF agent is most appropriate in high-risk vPED patients, which treatment regimen is most beneficial after RPE tear development, and in how far can retinal imaging be improved to visualise RPE tear risk factors as early as possible and to identify new characteristics indicating an impending RPE tear.
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